Prep to remove fish, replace 8 5/8" casing and/or sidetrack well.

Iw 22H - 22-65

Deep on 12 3/4" csg

13 3/4" 8 5/8" 8 5/8" 8 5/8"

Rigs

Rams

Eas

Whole section to 200'

Relax every 50'

Stretch with 5/8"

Cut & pull 50' 29' 2' 2'

(1/4" x 1/4")

Discuss with field the possible gas bubble at 1324', and what it will do when fish is pulled.

HORIZONTAL WELL

2nd cp 1040'

Mud

Same good cement bond here.

Comp. probably, zero displacement gas, passing shale.

395'

17 1/2" 295'

(40) SAND, STONE & SALT